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Abstract—To increase spectrum efficiency, researchers envision a device-to-device (D2D) communication system in which a
closely located mobile device pair may share the same spectrum
with a cellular user. By opportunistically choosing the frequency,
the D2D pair may increase the spectrum efficiency in terms of
data rate per Hertz, at the price of additional interference to
that cellular user. In previous models, users either stop cellular
transmission and switch to D2D transmission or vice versa.
However, if the cell is fully loaded, a D2D pair will not be able to
switch back to the conventional mode because no extra resource
is available. In this paper, we propose a D2D assisted model,
where a D2D link is enabled to assist transmission, while keeping
the conventional cellular transmission. In this way, the D2D link
can be turned on and off according to the link quality. We also
propose a PHY-layer study for the transmission scheme in such a
way that the system throughput and the video reception quality
is always improved compared to a conventional link.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Currently, mobile video traffic is becoming one of the
main drivers of cellular wireless data traffic. According to [1],
the traffic generated by video delivery requests will quickly
outpace mobile web content and lead to an increase in wireless
data traffic by two orders of magnitude. However, the pressure
it puts on the backbone cellular network is also enormous.
To address the challenge, researchers have envisioned a
device-to-device (D2D) communication system to offload traffic from the central network [2]. In the literature, researchers
proposed feasible ways to detect potential D2D pairs [3] [4],
and to use them to transmit high quality mobile video [5].
The systems may use a dedicated radio resource or a reused
resource for the D2D link [2]. In all these models, cellular
transmission and D2D transmission are mutually exclusive.
In this paper, we propose a D2D assisted model, where
the D2D link is enabled to assist transmission, while keeping
the conventional cellular transmission. Compared to [6], we
propose a more comprehensive channel model, which considers path loss, shadowing and multi-path fading. In [7], the
author suggested a D2D pair may reuse frequency resource
blocks from several cellular users. However, the selection and
assignment is not optimal due to the computational complexity.
In our model, a D2D pair will reuse the frequency with
one cellular user, but that user is chosen according to an
optimization criterion described in Section III. Our power
control algorithm is similar to those in [8] [9], considering
the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) degradation
at the cellular receiver to control interference. However, the
power control in [8] [9] is chosen to maximize the sum rate,
without a constraint of how much degradation is experienced
by the cellular user whose frequency is being shared, while we

tradeoff the net system throughput gain with the disadvantaged
cellular user’s degradation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
explains our D2D assisted model and presents evaluation metrics. Section III explains the physical layer model, including
the channel model and key operations such as power control,
frequency selection and adaptive MQAM. The video model is
presented in Section IV. Simulation results are introduced in
Section V, and Section VI draws the conclusions.
II.

S YSTEM M ODEL

In this section, we present the architecture of our D2D
assisted model and the evaluation metrics.
A. D2D Assisted Model
We consider a cellular network with a single base station
(BS), which serves n cellular users. The BS assigns orthogonal
uplink and downlink frequencies to each user. Thus, in a
conventional cellular transmission, a transmitter sends data
to a receiver through the BS. Among users in the cell, user
A transmits video to user B, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Being
in the same cell, user A and user B might be geographically
close so that a direct link (i.e., D2D link) between them can
be established with high quality. In this case, users A and B
have the potential for D2D transmission.

Fig. 1: D2D assisted model

When the base station notices a transmitter and its corresponding receiver are both within its domain coverage, it
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has the option of assigning the transmitter a reused frequency
to initialize the D2D direct link. Since cellular downlinks are
usually heavily used, the D2D pair typically shares an uplink
frequency with a cellular user [3] [10]. This frequency assignment is described in Section III. The transmitter reuses the
assigned frequency for the direct link, while also transmitting
over the conventional link. If a drop in the quality of the D2D
link is experienced, then the direct link is not used, and only the
conventional transmission (i.e., the cellular one) is preserved.
Our D2D assisted model thus allows for two possible parallel
links. In the following, we discuss them in detail.
1) Conventional Link Model: For the conventional link,
user A transmits through the conventional uplink to the
BS, and the BS forwards packets to user B through the
downlink (Fig.1). Both the uplink transmitter (user A) and
the downlink transmitter (the BS) have power constraints.
We define the conventional link data rate: Rconv link =
min(Rconv uplink , Rconv downlink )
2) D2D Link Model: In Fig. 1, user A has a power
constraint for the D2D link as well. By using adaptive MQAM
modulation, user A tries to maximize the data rate for the
D2D link while attempting to maintain a pre specified level of
performance. The resulting data rate is RD2D link .
In the typical D2D models, where the transmitter/receiver
pair may either be in the conventional mode or in the D2D
mode, the D2D pair will free its dedicated uplink and downlink
frequency when entering D2D mode [2] [10]. But when the
D2D link quality deteriorates, it will revert to the conventional
mode by asking the BS for dedicated uplink and downlink
frequencies again as if they are new users in the cell. However,
if the cell is extremely crowded, where no dedicated frequency
is available, either this pair or another user will be dropped
from the cell, which greatly impairs the user experience. In our
model, we avoid this by keeping the conventional link for the
pair, and adding D2D transmission to increase the throughput
whenever possible. This model increases frequency efficiency
in the sense that we are now transmitting more bits on the
reused frequency.
Since we consider video as the underlying traffic, the D2D
mode selection algorithm is carried out for every Group of
Pictures (GOP) set. A GOP set contains a sufficient number
of GOPs, so that the channel estimation and algorithm
computation overhead is negligible. We consider a quasi-static
channel such that the channel gain is constant over an entire
GOP set and changes independently between GOP sets. We
assume all users are experiencing small Doppler spreads, so
that the receiver can learn the channel state information (CSI),
and feed the CSI back to the BS for centralized decisions.
The algorithm in Fig. 2 is used for every GOP set, and
is decomposed into two main steps: the BS will assign a
qualified D2D pair to a reused frequency and inform the D2D
transmitter of its power limit, as determined by the power
control. The cellular user that shares its frequency may change
from one GOP set to another. But in each GOP set, that
cellular user is the optimal one according to our frequency
selection algorithm described below. The D2D transmitter
will select a constellation size using adaptive MQAM with
the given power constraint. After the direct link is established,
the D2D transmitter will send the video stream over the two
channels (cellular link and D2D link). Key operations such

as power control, frequency selection, adaptive MQAM and
frame loading are explained in Sections III and IV.

B. Evaluation Metrics
Compared to the baseline model where only the
conventional mode is available, we evaluate the D2D assisted
model from the following two aspects:
1) We consider the sum throughput of all the users. That
is, we sum the expected number of correct bits of all the
uplinks and the D2D link, and compare that value with the
sum throughput of the conventional baseline model. While
the D2D link leads to an improvement of the throughput,
it also implies a reduction of the expected received rate for
the user who shares the frequency. The latter effect is due
to the co-channel interference generated by the frequency
reuse. Overall, the best tradeoff is the one that leads to
an improvement of the sum throughput without drastically
affecting the other users.
2) We consider the video quality (measured in PSNR) at the
D2D receiver, and compare the overall PSNR for this D2D
assisted model with the conventional baseline model at the
receiver.

III.

PHY L AYER M ODEL

In this section, we present our channel model and key
operations in detail.
A. Channel Model
The channel model consists of three parts: path loss,
shadow fading and multi-path fading.
1) Path Loss: According to the well-known path loss
model, the received power is inversely proportional to some
power of the normalized transmission distance. For d ≥ d0 ,
 γ
d0
(1)
Pr = P t k
d
or, in dB,
Pr (dB) = 10 log Pt + 10 log k − 10γ log



d
d0


(2)

where k, γ, d0 are constants, and d is the distance between
the transmitter and the receiver. If d < d0 , we set Pr = Pt ,
meaning that we assume there is no path loss in this case. We
take typical values from [11]: d0 = 10m, γ = 2.4, k = 10−2.4 .
2) Shadow Fading: Shadow fading is modeled with a lognormal distribution, and if we convert the units to dB, then it
has a Gaussian distribution [11], as in Eq. (3):


2
1
(ϕdB − μdB )
p(ϕdB ) = √
(3)
exp −
2δϕdB 2
2πδϕdB
By combining the shadowing with the path loss, the average
path loss μdB in Eq. (3) is zero. Also, the parameter δϕdB in
Eq. (3) is a constant, usually taken to be in the range of 4 to 12
dB [11]. As for the autocorrelation of the shadowing process

(a) Algorithm at the BS

(b) Algorithm at the D2D transmitter

Fig. 2: D2D Mode Selection Algorithm for Each GOP Set

over distance, [12] assumes shadowing separated by distance
δ is characterized by


δx
A(δx ) = δϕdB 2 exp −
(4)
xc
where xc is the de-correlation distance, and is typically in the
range from 50m to 100m [12]. If we combine both path loss
and shadow fading, the total loss is
 
d
Pr (dB) = 10 log Pt + 10 log k − 10γ log
+ ϕdB (5)
d0
We can define channel gain as
2

G = |g| = 10

k(dB)−10γ log( d )+ϕdB
d0
10

(6)

3) Multi-path Fading: We assume the channel experiences
slow Rayleigh fading, constant over an entire GOP set and
changing between GOP sets. The complex attenuation is given
by
c = α exp(−jθ)
(7)
where α has a Rayleigh distribution and θ has a uniform
distribution. We also assume that the coherence bandwidth
equals the subcarrier bandwidth, so that the fading is
independent from one subcarrier to another.

B. Algorithms for Power Control and Frequency Reuse
1) Power Control: As shown in Fig. 3, a D2D link sharing
an uplink frequency results in interference to both the BS
and the D2D receiver (user B). To mitigate the interference,
transmission power control at the D2D transmitter is proposed
to ensure that the D2D link does not jeopardize the cellular
link.

Fig. 3: By reusing the uplink frequency, the BS and the D2D receiver will
suffer from interference.

The cellular user transmits to the BS through the uplink
with power Pup , and the channel gain between the cellular
user and the BS is Gup . If no D2D link shares the resource
with this cellular user, there is no interference, so the SINR is


Pup Gup
SIN RBS (dB) = 10 log
(8)
NW
where N is the power spectral density for Gaussian white
noise, and W is the bandwidth.
The interference to the BS from the D2D transmitter is
Id,BS = Pdd Gd,BS , where Pdd is the transmission power at
the D2D transmitter. The SINR experienced at the BS can be

expressed as


SIN RBS (dB) = 10 log(

Pup Gup
)
N W + Pdd Gd,BS

(9)

With the power constraint described in Subsection B, the
transmission energy for one symbol in the in-phase branch is
given by

We control the power Pdd at the transmitter, so that


SIN RBS (dB) ≥ η SIN RBS (dB)


(10)

where η is the interference threshold, meaning how much
deterioration in SINR we allow at the cellular user receiver.
From Eq. (8) to Eq. (10) we find the maximum power at the
D2D transmitter A:
Pdd ≤

(Pup Gup )

1−η

η

(N W ) − N W

Gd,BS

SIN Rdd =

((Pup Gup )

(N W ) −

dd
N W ) GGd,BS

N W + Pup Gcd

(16)

Note that E ≤ Edd , where Edd  Pdd T , and Pdd is the power
constraint. Then Emin = (√MEdd−1)2 . Applying the symbol
1
energy constraint, the D2D waveform becomes

(17)

(13)


dd
((Pup Gup )1−η (N W )η − N W ) GGd,BS

N W + Pup Gcd

1
2Edd
T
√
xc P T (t − ) cos(2πf t)
2
T
2
M1 − 1

1
2Edd
T
√
xs P T (t − ) sin(2πf t)
+
2
T
2
M1 − 1

s(t) =

Similarly, the co-band interference from the cellular user
due to the frequency reuse can be expressed as

2) Selection of the Reused Frequency: We intend to reuse
the frequency that maximizes the SINR at the D2D receiver,
while controlling the interference at the BS by limiting the
power. From the SIN Rdd expression above, an ideal reused
frequency would have the minimum gain between the cellular
user and user B (Gcd ), minimum gain from user A to the BS
(Gd,BS ) and maximum gain from A to B (Gdd ). Since it is not
likely that a single carrier frequency will possess these three
properties simultaneously, we design the algorithm to reuse
that uplink frequency that maximizes Eq. (14):
SIN Rdd (dB) = 10 log

(

0

2

2Emin
xc cos(2πf t)) dt = Emin xc 2
T



Substituting Pdd from Eq. (11) into Eq. (12), we have
η



(11)

If we use the maximum allowed power to transmit on the D2D
link, and denote the channel gain of the D2D link as Gdd , and
the interference from the cellular uplink as Icd = Pup Gcd ,
then we obtain the SINR at the D2D receiver:
Pdd Gdd
SIN Rdd =
(12)
N W + Pup Gcd
1−η

E=

T

(14)

1
2Eup
T
√
yc P T (t − ) cos(2πf t)
2
T
2
M2 − 1

1
2Eup
T
√
ys P T (t − ) sin(2πf t)
+
2
T
2
M2 − 1

I(t) =

(18)

√
√
√
where yc , ys = − M 2 + 1, − M 2 + 3... M 2 − 1, and
M2 is the MQAM modulation size for the cellular user. If the
maximum power limit for all cellular users is Pup , then the
maximum symbol energy Eup = Pup T .
The transceiver block diagram for the D2D pair under the
interference of a cellular user that shares the frequency with
this D2D pair is shown in Fig. 4.

C. Adaptive MQAM
Suppose all users employ an adaptive MQAM format. In
this section, we analyze the worst-case symbol error rate (SER)
for MQAM in the presence of a single interfering signal,
conditioned on the channel state. Among the possible MQAM
sizes, the D2D transmitter will choose the largest one such that
the estimated SER is less than a predetermined threshold. The
MQAM signal can be expressed as follows:


2Emin
T
xc P T (t − ) cos(2πf t)
2
T
2

2Emin
T
+
xs P T (t − ) sin(2πf t)
2
T
2

s(t) =

(15)

√
xc , xs = −L + 1, −L + 3...L − 1, L = M 1 , where M1 is
the MQAM modulation size for the D2D transmitter, T is the
symbol duration, P T () is a rectangular function: taking value
2
1 in the range of [− T2 , T2 ], value 0 otherwise, and Emin is the
energy of the weakest point in the constellation.

Fig. 4: Transceiver block diagram: the signal goes through the channel with
additional AWGN and one interferer

After coherent demodulation, the received signal in the inphase branch is expressed as follows (the expression in the

IV.

quadrature-phase branch is similar):

sc (T ) =

√


+

( M1 − 1)

+

+

+

2

|gdd | xc

|gcd |
(T − τ )yc 0 cos θ
T
( M2 − 1)
√



Edd
Eup

2

|gcd |
Eup
τ yc −1 cos θ
√
2
( M2 − 1) T

(19)

|gcd |
(T − τ )ys 0 sin θ
√
2
T
( M2 − 1)
Eup

|gcd |
Eup
τ ys −1 sin θ + nc (T )
√
2
( M2 − 1) T

where τ and θ are the delay and phase shift introduced
by the channel. Interference comes from both the in-phase
and quadrature-phase branch (because of the random phase),
and from both the past and current symbols (because of the
random time delay). In Eq. (19), yc i and ys i represent the ith
cellular interference MQAM symbols in the in-phase branch
and the quadrature-phase branch, respectively. The noise nc (T )
is distributed as N (0, N20 ).
As MQAM does not have a constant energy per symbol, in
the worst-case, the signal of interest uses the lowest amplitude
(|xc | = |xs | = 1), while all the interferer symbols correspond
√
to the highest opposite amplitude ( y 0 = y −1 = M2 − 1
). If we define

Ad 
and

Edd
√
2 |gdd | , (|xc | = |xs | = 1)
( M1 − 1)



Ac  −

Eup

√
|gcd | (− M2 + 1) =

(20)

V IDEO M ODEL

For the video encoder, we use H.264 reference software
JM 18.1 to compress the raw YUV video sequence. The main
profile that supports the inter-coding of B slices is chosen, and
the video is encoded as I B B P, where the GOP is one second
and contains 30 frames. We use fixed 128-byte slices. The
transport mechanism for the encoded video is the real time
protocol (RTP).
Rate control is enabled to encode the video at different
target transmission rates for both the D2D link and the cellular
link. The encoder automatically sets the best quantization
parameter for the first frame based on the bit rate goal and
GOP length. Since the channel state is independent for every
GOP set, the transmission rate constraint changes from one
set to another. At the transmitter, we encode the video into
19 versions, with encoding rates from 100kbps to 1000kbps,
and a step size of 50kbps. After the transmission rates in the
D2D link and the cellular link are determined, we can get
the video source encoding rate constraint for the current GOP
set, which is R = (Rconv link + RD2D link ) ∗ RF EC , where
RF EC is the forward error-correction (FEC). The compressed
video version at the source encoding rate R is fetched, coded
with FEC and then partitioned to the two links according to
their transmission rate.
In both the D2D link and the cellular link, the concatenation of a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code and a rate
1/2 punctured turbo code is applied to each transmitted video
slice. The punctured turbo code is obtained by puncturing a
rate 1/3 turbo code with generator polynomial of (13, 15)octal
and puncture polynomial (17, 05, 12)octal . We assume that all
errors that cannot be corrected by the turbo code are detected
by CRC. We generate a turbo code word from one video slice
together with 16 CRC bits.

Eup |gcd | ,

We choose JM 16.2 for the video decoder, and slice
copying is used for error concealment. Slice copying simply
replaces the lost slice by the corresponding one in the previous
( y0
frame. This technique has low complexity and performs well
for low motion video. Then the decoded video is compared
then
with the original video sequence to get the PSNR of the
T −τ
τ
sc (T ) = Ad − Ac
(cos θ + sin θ) − Ac (cos θ + sin θ) + nc (T ) luminance component.
√
2
( M2 − 1)
√
= y −1 = M2 − 1)

= Ad −

√

T
T


π
2Ac cos θ + nc (T ), θ = θ + ∼ U (0, 2π)
4

V.
(21)

S IMULATION R ESULTS

We consider a cell size of 100 meters by 100 meters,
with orthogonal carriers of bandwidth 100kHz. The BS serves
10 cellular users and one D2D pair. The conventional link
has a maximum transmission power of 100mW, and the D2D
√

link transmission power is determined by the power control
P = P (0 ≤ Ad − 2Ac cos θ + nc (T ) ≤ 2Ad ,
√

algorithm described in Section III. We choose a raw SER
0 ≤ Ad − 2Ac cos θ + ns (T ) ≤ 2Ad )
of 0.2 as the MQAM SER threshold with which to choose
√
√
2
 2π


the constellation size [13]. For each realization, we calculate

Ad − 2Ac cos θ
−Ad + 2Ac cos θ
1
ϕ(
) − ϕ(
)dθ ) the channel gains for every GOP set, and for each channel.
=(
2π 0
δN
δN
Here, according to [14], the channel estimation overhead is
(22)
less than 20 ms. We let a GOP set contain 10 GOPs, so that the
Therefore, given a modulation size M1 , the corresponding
channel estimation overhead is negligible. The BS will select
estimated worst-case symbol error probability is given by
the best cellular user for which the D2D user can reuse uplink
PSER = 1 − P . Note that a larger MQAM modulation size
frequency, and will inform the D2D transmitter of its power
will generate a higher PSER value under the same channel conlimit. The test statistic at the receiver is given by Eq. (19). In
ditions. The adaptive modulation chooses the largest MQAM
the follows, we first determine both how much deterioration
size such that the estimated SER is less than the predetermined
to allow at the cellular user receiver (the BS in this case),
threshold.
with a similar expression for the quadrature branch. The
probability that symbol (1, 1) is received correctly is given
by

A. Parameter Choice
1) Interference Threshold at the Cellular Receiver: We
tested three values of the interference threshold: 10%, 20%
and 30% decrease of SINR (in dB) at the base station. We
try to maximize the system throughput, while upper bounding
the cellular user’s degradation. Fig. 5 shows the throughput
change as a function of the D2D distance. As can be seen,
the D2D link always yields a positive throughput change. The
data rate at the D2D link decreases, however, as D2D distance
increases, which leads to a smaller system throughput gain.
The reason is that the power constraint limits the maximum
power at the D2D transmitter, so if the D2D pair is far apart,
the link is more prone to symbol error, and thus the adaptive
modulation algorithm will choose a smaller constellation size.
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Fig. 6: Cellular data rate downgrade due to the D2D link interference
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Fig. 5: Throughput change in a cell when D2D link is enabled

The cellular user that shares its uplink with the D2D pair
will suffer from the interference, so we calculate the data
rate change for different values of the interference threshold,
while holding all the other parameters unchanged. From Fig.
6, we see that a 10% decrease in SINR at the cellular receiver
side results in an average of 8% data rate degradation, while
a 30% decrease in SINR results in a 28% data rate diminution.
From Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we see a net system throughput
gain and a degraded cellular user performance for a larger
interference threshold. Considering the tradeoff between these
two, we are going to use a 20% decrease of SINR in dB
at the base station as the interference threshold in the video
transmission simulation described in Section V, Subsection
C. Thus, at least for the parameters being used here, the
tradeoff between enhanced D2D performance at the expense
of degraded conventional cellular performance results in a net
system gain.
2) D2D Operation Distance: For different D2D
communication distance, since we are using adaptive
MQAM modulation, we want to determine if the minimal
alphabet size, 4QAM, results in a satisfactory video quality
for the direct link. With a cell of size 100 meters by 100
meters, we consider D2D distances of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50

Average 4QAM SER for D2D Transmitter(%)

Throughput Change in the Cell (kbps)

SINR 10% downgrade at the cellular receiver
SINR 20% downgrade at the cellular receiver
SINR 30% downgrade at the cellular receiver

and 60 meters. Fig. 7 shows that SER increases with D2D
distance. It is seen that an interference threshold of either 20%
or 30% decrease in SINR at the BS will help significantly
compared to a 10% threshold value.
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and what is the D2D operational distance. We quantify these
parameters by testing multiple parameter sets.
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Fig. 7: 4QAM SER for the D2D link

It is also seen that, with a 20% interference threshold,
when the D2D distance is below 50 meters, 4QAM (the
minimum constellation size) can satisfy the raw SER threshold
for constellation size selection. For the video transmission
simulation below, we choose a value of 20 meters, as the D2D
user separation.
B. D2D Assisted Model Feasibility
To test the system, we transmit 107 information bits.
After applying a rate 1/2 turbo code, the bits are transmitted
through a channel exhibiting different levels of interference.
In particular, we consider three interference levels at the D2D
receiver: no interference, signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)
equal to 10dB (low/moderate interference) and SIR equal to
0dB (severe interference), in conjunction with both 4QAM
and 256QAM. The performance of all the other modulation
alphabet sizes should fall in the range of these two. In Fig.
8, we show each interference level with a different line type,
with circle marks representing 4QAM, and triangle marks

representing 256QAM. For 4QAM, SIR=10dB and SIR=0dB
result in performance degradation by around 2 dB and 3
dB, respectively, compared to the no interference curve. For
256QAM, SIR=10dB degrades the performance by 3dB.
However, 256QAM cannot be used with SIR 0dB because of
the severity of the interference.

0

10

C. Video Reception Quality
We tested the system with a 640×480 SDTV video. The
YUV sequence is in 4:2:0 sampling format, and the frame
rate is 30 f rame/s. The video is changing slowly, without
any high-speed moving object. Recall that every GOP set
experiences the independent channel fading. Also a slice is lost
if there are one or more bits in error, and the bits in the lost
slices are dropped, and the received video PSNR is averaged
over a GOP set.
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Fig. 8: BER for the D2D link under different level of interference
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Note that the results shown in Fig. 8 correspond to a
deterministic channel gain. However, in our D2D assisted
model, channel gain is a random variable, and, when
considering path loss, shadowing and multi-path fading, the
PDF of such a variable is difficult to characterize. Thus, we
simulated the system to obtain its performance. To obtain the
average D2D channel gain, we simulated many realizations
of the channel. Fig. 9 shows the Eb/N0 and SIR range for
the D2D link at different D2D distances, for 300 channel
realizations. From Fig. 9, we see that when the D2D distance
increases, the SIR may either increase or decrease, because of
the random distance change from the interferer to the receiver
due to the interferer’s movement. On the other hand, Eb/N0
decreases as the D2D separation increases.
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Fig. 9: Average channel gain for the D2D link

Since we chose 20 meters as D2D communication distance,
we are especially interested in the channel gain at that distance.
From Fig. 9, at a distance of 20 meters, the SIR ranges from
5 dB to 15 dB, while the Eb/N0 ranges from 6 dB to 17 dB.
Together with Fig. 8, the result suggests that in most cases, we
can find an appropriate modulation scheme to transmit video
information bits with a BER of 10−5 .
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Fig. 10: Received video PSNR comparison

Fig. 10 shows the simulation results for the received
video PSNR. The dashed curve indicates the PSNR in the
conventional mode, and the results exhibit fair to good quality,
with PSNRs ranging from 27dB to 34dB. The solid curve is the
PSNR of the received video when the D2D assisted mode is
enabled, and it is seen that the PSNR is improved significantly
by 8dB to 10dB, which puts it in the good-to-excellent range
of video quality. The obvious benefit that arises from the
improved throughput is that the video can be compressed
with higher encoding rate and hence the compression loss is
reduced.
VI.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a D2D assisted model. If two
users communicating with each other are closely located, they
have the potential of becoming a D2D pair by using a reused
uplink frequency assigned by the base station. By employing
power control and adaptive MQAM, the D2D transmitter limits
the interference to that cellular user who is using the same
uplink frequency during the current GOP set transmission,
while maximizing its data rate on the direct link, subject to
an upper bound on its transmission power. Our results showed
that with the use of the D2D links, we can both increase the
sum throughput in a cell, and improve the video reception
quality for the D2D-enabled receiver.
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